Large losses in glacier area and water availability by the end of twenty-first century under high emission scenario, Satluj basin, Himalaya
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Glaciers in the Satluj river basin are likely to lose 53% and 81% of area by the end of the century, if climate change followed RCP 8.5 scenario of CNRM-CM5 and GFDL-CM3 models respectively. The large variability in area loss can be due to difference in temperature and precipitation projections. Presently, Satluj basin has approximately 2000 glaciers, 1426 sq. km glacier area and 62.3 Gt glacier stored water. The current mean specific mass balance is –0.40 m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\). This will change to –0.42 and – 1.1 m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\) by 2090, if climate data of CNRM-CM5 and GFDL-CM3 are used respectively. We have used an extreme scenario of GFDL-CM3 model to assess the changes in the contribution of glacier melt to the Bhakra reservoir. Mass balance model suggests that glaciers are contributing 2 km\(^3\) a\(^{-1}\) out of 14 km\(^3\) of water. This will increase to 2.2 km\(^3\) a\(^{-1}\) by 2050, and then reduce to 1.5 km\(^3\) a\(^{-1}\) by the end of the century. In addition, loss in glacier area by the end of century, will also increase the vulnerability of mountain communities, suggesting need for better adaptation and water management practices.
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The Satluj river is a major source for irrigation and hydroelectric power projects in Northern India\(^{1,2}\). It is the largest tributary of river Indus and flows from the Tibetan plateau through Himachal Pradesh and Punjab, India. At Bhakra, Himachal Pradesh, a major dam is constructed to utilize water for hydroelectricity generation and irrigation. The reservoir also receives water from the Beas river through the Beas–Satluj link\(^{1}\). The Bhakra reservoir (Govind Sagar) has a capacity of 9340 million cubic metres and receives 65–80% of its inflow from Satluj river and the remaining 20–35% from the Beas river\(^{1,2}\). The Satluj river supports generation of 4566 MW of hydro-power, with potential for future expansion\(^{6}\).

The headwaters of the Satluj river consist of a glaciated area of 1426 sq. km (Figure 1). Melt water from these glaciers and seasonal snow contribute significantly to the river runoff\(^{1,7}\). More than 50% of the annual flow of Satluj river is contributed by snow and ice melt\(^{6,9}\). However, water reserves held by glaciers are likely to be altered considerably in the future due to climate change, as glaciers are highly sensitive to variations in temperature and precipitation\(^{10–13}\). Observations show that near-surface air temperature in North Western Himalaya has increased by 0.65°C during 1991–2015, as compared to the mean global temperature rise of 0.47°C (refs 14–16). This is influencing the mass and area of glaciers in the Himalaya\(^{13,17–23}\). In addition, these changes will also affect the snow and glacier melt runoff and water availability\(^{2,24–26}\). Therefore, an in-depth understanding of these issues is imperative to develop adaptation and management strategies for the future. In this paper, we assess the response of Satluj basin glaciers to the changes in precipitation and temperature from 1984 to 2090 (Figure 1). Glacier stored ice and mass budgets are calculated to understand the present state of glaciers. Further, changes in the areal extent of glaciers for the 21st century are estimated for the high emission representative concentration pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario, based on the projections from two global climate models (GCM). Lastly, future contribution of glacier melt to the Bhakra reservoir is estimated.

Methodology

The methodology consists of estimating the following major components: (1) Volume of glacier stored water using velocity–slope and volume–area scaling (V–A scaling) methods\(^{27,28}\), (2) Annual mass balance using improved accumulation area ratio (IAAR) and geodetic
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methods\textsuperscript{13,29}, (3) Future glacier mass balance, area, volume\textsuperscript{30} and water availability; and (4) uncertainty in the mass balance and volume estimates (Figure 2).

**Estimation of glacier stored ice**

**Velocity–slope method**

Glacier depth is estimated using the following equation\textsuperscript{27,31}

\[
H = \frac{4}{Af^2(\rho g \sin \alpha)^\frac{1}{2}},
\]

where $H$ is the ice thickness (m); $\rho$ the ice density (900 kg m$^{-3}$); $g$ the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m s$^{-2}$); $f$ the shape factor (0.8); $A$ the creep parameter ($3.24 \times 10^{-24}$ Pa$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$), $U_s$ the surface velocity (m s$^{-1}$) and $\alpha$ is the slope angle.

The key parameters, surface velocity and slope are estimated using remote sensing data. Landsat images during the ablation season of 2000, 2001, 2002, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 are used to estimate the surface velocity using sub-pixel level correlation\textsuperscript{27,32}. Slope is estimated at an interval of 100 m using advanced spaceborne thermal emission and reflection radiometer (ASTER DEM)\textsuperscript{27}. Glacier boundaries and area are derived from Randolph glacier inventory version 5 (RGI). Velocity–slope method is applied to 238 glaciers and for the remaining 1788 glaciers, surface velocity could not be estimated due to small glacier size, unseasonal snow, cloud and debris cover.

**$V$–$A$ scaling equation**

For 1788 glaciers, volume is estimated using $V$–$A$ scaling method (based on volume estimates developed from velocity–slope method). The volume of the glacier ($V$) is related to its area ($A$) according to the power law

\[
V = C_A \times A^\gamma,
\]

where $\gamma$ is the scaling exponent and $C_A$ is the constant of proportionality (km$^{1.25}$). As mentioned earlier, we estimated

Figure 1. Map of the Satluj basin showing location of the meteorological stations. The basin consists of 2026 glaciers covering an area of 1426 sq. km. The glacier elevation ranges from 3944 to 7349 m amsl.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram for estimation of glacier volume, mass balance, future changes in the glacier area and glacier melt runoff.

Figure 3. Volume–area relationship in Satluj and Beas basins. The relationship is developed using 298 glaciers, whose areal extent is less than 10 sq. km.

Glacier mass balance estimation for the present condition

Estimation of annual glacier mass balance

In the IAAR method29, AAR is modelled, which is the ratio of accumulation area to the total area of the glacier. This method uses climate data (temperature and precipitation) and temperature index (TI) to estimate the position of equilibrium line altitude (ELA). The temperature and precipitation data of Kaza and Rakcham meteorological stations (see Figure 1 for their locations) were used to estimate snow melt and accumulation. The glacier melt at different elevation zones was calculated using lapse rates and the TI model. Transient snow lines and precipitation gradients (PG)29 were derived from Landsat images between 1992 and 2011. The spatial distribution of snow accumulation was calculated using station snowfall data (October to April) and PG (Table 1). Using ELA and hypsometry, AAR was calculated for individual glaciers. Further, the annual specific mass

the volume for 238 glaciers using velocity–slope method. Out of these, 229 glaciers had an area of less than 10 sq. km. These 229 glaciers along with 69 glaciers from Beas basin are used to derive the power law constants (Figure 3). The $V-A$ scaling equation is then used to estimate volume for the remaining 1788 glaciers.
balance (MB) was estimated using the following regression equation

\[ \text{MB (cm. w.e.)} = a \times \text{AAR} - b, \]  

(3)

where \( a \) and \( b \) are regression coefficients. Tawde et al.\textsuperscript{13} derived the values of \( a \) and \( b \) for the adjacent Chandra basin using field measurements between 1987 and 2012 and then validated in the Baspa basin\textsuperscript{29}.

**Validation of IAAR method with the geodetic method**

Mass balance estimates by IAAR method were validated using the geodetic method in Baspa basin for 25 glaciers covering an area of 66 ± 3.3 sq. km. Geodetic method estimates the glacier mass balance using elevation difference between two time periods. DEM for 2014 was derived from Cartosat-1 stereo pair data using the rational polynomial coefficient (RPC) method\textsuperscript{33}. In addition, 250 well distributed tie points and 23 differential global positioning system (GPS) points were used as ground control points to improve the accuracy of DEM. These differential GPS points were collected during a field survey in 2016 and 2017. Another set of 21 differential GPS points were used to check the accuracy of DEMs.

Removing the shift between two DEMs is a prerequisite before determining the glacier elevation change. The difference between the elevation (dh) of Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) and Cartosat DEM on stable area was considered to determine the vertical and horizontal shift using the analytical solution provided by Nuth and Kaab\textsuperscript{34}. A total shift of 11 m in the north–south and 35 m in the east–west direction were determined and the two DEMs were co-registered. Further, spatial trend correction was applied to Cartosat DEM by deriving a polynomial coefficient (RPC) method\textsuperscript{33}. In addition, 250 well distributed tie points and 23 differential global positioning system (GPS) points were used as ground control points to improve the accuracy of DEM. These differential GPS points were collected during a field survey in 2016 and 2017. Another set of 21 differential GPS points were used to check the accuracy of DEMs.

Validation of IAAR method with the geodetic method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basin</th>
<th>Station data used (m asl)</th>
<th>Precipitation gradient (%/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satluj</td>
<td>Spiti (3600)</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaza (3600)</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baspa</td>
<td>Rakcham (3050)</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Kaza (3600)</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mass balance and area retreat estimation for future years**

Fourteen models of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)\textsuperscript{40} were identified as the suitable models for representing the precipitation climatology of western Himalaya region by Palazzi et al.\textsuperscript{41}. In the present analysis, out of these 14 models, outputs of two GCMs projecting possible climate extremes were selected. Of these, the GFDL-CM3 model showed the highest warming over the Satluj by the end of the century, while the CNRM-CM5 model showed the lowest warming, and thus the two models provided a good spread of possible future temperatures. In addition, the CNRM-CM5 model showed one of the highest increases in precipitation over Satluj by the end of the century and GFDL-CM3 showed a relatively dry climate till the middle of the century, followed by a wetter climate towards the end of the century.

The climate model output was used to estimate the change factor (CF)\textsuperscript{42} and applied on field measurements to estimate future temperature and snowfall. Change factor is the difference between the present and future temperature and precipitation values. A multiplicative and an additive change factor were used for precipitation and temperature estimation respectively. Future glacier area changes were estimated using the \( V–A \) scaling method, as given below\textsuperscript{30}

\[ dV_n = (A_n \times MB_n \times t), \]

(4)

where \( A_n \) is the surface area for \( n \)th time step, \( MB_n \) the surface mass balance; \( t \) is the number of years. The volume of the next time step \((n + 1)\) is calculated as

\[ V_{n+1} = V_n + dV_n, \]

where \( V_n \) is the volume of glacier at the \( n \)th time step.

The surface area changes for \( n + 1 \)th time step is estimated using the relationship

\[ dA_{n+1} = \frac{1}{\tau A_n} \left( \frac{V_{n+1}}{C_A} \right)^{1/\gamma} - A_n, \]

(5)
The values of $\gamma$ and $C_A$ are adopted from the $V$–$A$ equation developed for the current scenario (eq. (2)). The response time of the area $\tau_{ln}$ (in year), is estimated as

$$\tau_{ln}\approx\tau_{A_n}\left(\frac{A_n}{L_n}\right),$$

where $L_n$ (km) is the length of the glacier and $\tau_{ln}$ is the length response time in year. The length of the glaciers is calculated from the following volume–length ($V$–$L$) scaling (equation):

$$\text{Volume} = C_L \times \text{(length)}^q,$$

where $q$ is the scaling exponent and $C_L$ is the constant of proportionality ($\text{km}^q$). The length response time $\tau_{ln}$ (refs 30, 43), is calculated as

$$\tau_{ln} = \frac{V_n}{P_{\text{solid}} n},$$

where $P_{\text{solid}} n$ ($\text{km}^3$) is the annual snowfall received on the glacier.

We assumed that any changes that occurred in the area would be from the glacier terminus. Hypsometry can be updated for the future period by removing area from the glacier snout. Change in the glacier length for each time step is given by

$$dL = \frac{1}{\tau_{ln}} \left( \frac{V_{n+1}}{C_L} \right)^{1/q} - L_n,$$

where $C_L$ is the proportionality constant ($\text{km}^q$) calculated from $V$–$L$ power law.

Estimation of AAR for future period with current area leads to an overestimation of area and volume loss. Therefore, multiple iterations are done till the difference in volume loss between iterations is negligible (this was typically achieved after the second iteration).

**Glacier water availability**

To estimate the contribution of glacier melt to stream runoff, we considered the results of mass balance model. The amount of glacier runoff is estimated as the sum of melt contributions from negative mass balance and solid precipitation on the glacier. These calculations are done only for the GFDL–CM3 output. While calculating contribution from solid precipitation, the change in glacier area with respect to time is not considered as the initial glacier area will continue to receive precipitation even after glacier recedes/disappears.$^{34}$

**Uncertainty estimates**

The uncertainty in depth estimates is quantified by using the equation

$$\frac{dH}{H} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{1}{4} \frac{dU_s}{U_s}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{3}{4} \frac{df}{f}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{3}{4} \frac{d\rho}{\rho}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{3}{4} \sin \alpha\right)^2},$$

where $H$ is the ice thickness (m); $\rho$ the ice density ($900 \text{ kg m}^{-3}$); $f$ the shape factor (0.8); $U_s$ the surface velocity ($\text{m s}^{-1}$) and $\alpha$ is the slope angle.

Uncertainty in $U_s$ can arise from orthorectification and co-registration errors in the satellite images, and the accuracy of co-registration of Optically Sensed Images and Correlation (COSI-Corr)$^{45}$. Uncertainty in $f$ is considered as $\pm12.5\%$ and the uncertainty in $\rho$ is taken as $\pm10\%$. Uncertainty in $\sin \alpha$ arises due to vertical inaccuracies in DEM and is taken as $\pm8.7\%$ (ref. 45). The overall model uncertainty in volume estimation is $\pm18\%$, which is computed from the scaling equation,

$$\frac{dV_S}{V_S} = \frac{dA}{A}.$$

Uncertainty in mass balance was estimated using the standard deviation in temperature and precipitation. Current area uncertainty values are taken as $5\%$ from the RGI v5 (ref. 46). Future area uncertainty is estimated based on standard propagation of errors for independent variables.$^{37}$

**Results**

**Present glacier ice volume**

Our estimate of the total glacier stored water for 2026 glaciers in Satluj basin was $69 \pm 12 \text{ km}^3$. The spatial distribution of glacier stored water of individual glaciers is shown in Figure 4. About $56\%$ of the total volume ($37.6 \text{ km}^3$) is stored in large glaciers (area $>5 \text{ sq. km}$) covering an area of $517 \pm 26 \text{ sq. km}$. The largest glacier of the study area is in the Tibetan region, which occupies an area of $66.8 \text{ sq. km}$ and contains $6.5 \text{ Gt}$ of ice. Most of the glaciers ($\sim 95\%$) contain less than $0.1 \text{ Gt}$ of ice.

**Present glacier mass balance**

The mean annual glacier mass balance of Satluj basin from 1984 to 2013 is $-0.40 \pm 0.47 \text{ m w.e. a}^{-1}$. The mass balance estimates show a negative trend with a decadal decrease of $-0.14 \text{ m w.e. a}^{-1}$. The inter-annual glacier mass balance of the basin is shown in Figure 5 and the
spatial distribution of mean mass balance is shown in Figure 6. The basin lost 21% (16.4 Gt) of glacier volume during 1984–2013.

Model estimates of the mass loss were validated by geodetic method for 25 glaciers in Baspa basin from 2000 to 2014. Mass balance estimates based on the geodetic and IAAR methods were \(-0.27 \pm 0.43\) m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\) and \(-0.24 \pm 0.47\) m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\) respectively. The slight difference in the estimates was partly due to the discrepancy in the time period as the data was not available for 2014 in the IAAR method. The mass balance estimates for individual glaciers by geodetic method ranged between \(-0.81\) and \(0.34\) m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\), with an uncertainty of \(\pm 0.43\) m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\). Mean mass balance estimated by the IAAR method is therefore broadly in agreement with the geodetic method. However, mass loss estimated by the IAAR method was higher than that by geodetic method for the heavily debris covered glaciers. This is because the influence of debris cover on mass balance accounted in IAAR method is confined to the glacier on which the AAR-mass balance regression is developed\(^29\).

**Future changes**

According to the CNRM-CM5 projections, by 2050 (averaged over 2045–2055), the Satluj basin will experience an increase in summer temperature by 1.48°C and 8% decrease in winter snowfall compared to 2010 (averaged over 2005–2015). By 2090 (averaged over 2085–2095), the CNRM-CM5 model predicts an increase of 3.5°C in summer temperature and 24% increase in winter precipitation. Based on these values, the mean ELA of the basin will ascend by 44 m and 152 m by 2050 and 2090 respectively (Table 2).

The projections from GFDL-CM3 model compared to the present day values (2005–2015) show a rise of 3.7°C and 7.94°C in the summer temperature by 2050 and 2090 respectively. The model also shows that the winter snowfall for 2050 and 2090 will reduce by 14% and 5% respectively. Based on these values, ELA would ascend by 269 m and 811 m by 2050 and 2090 respectively. The faster ascent of ELA in GFDL-CM3 projection compared to CNRM-CM5 projection is due to the former simulating a larger temperature increase and precipitation decrease.

The area weighted annual mass balance estimated for Satluj basin changes from \(-0.22\) m.w.e. a\(^{-1}\) to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basin</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>CNRM-CM5</th>
<th>GFDL-CM3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satluj</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>5648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5692</td>
<td>5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>5692</td>
<td>5917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2070</td>
<td>5659</td>
<td>6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2090</td>
<td>5800</td>
<td>6459</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
−0.42 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ (CNRM-CM5 output) and from −0.60 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ to −1.10 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ (GFDL-CM3 output) between 2030 and 2090. This results in a cumulative mass loss of 52% (41 Gt) according to CNRM-CM5 output and 78% (62 Gt) according to GFDL-CM3 output between 1985 and 2090 (Figure 7). We estimated a subsequent change in area using $V$–$A$ scaling, which suggested that the current area would reduce by 15% (218 sq. km) by 2050 and 53% (750 sq. km) by 2090 based on the CNRM-CM5 output. Whereas GFDL-CM3 output showed that there would be 33% (475 sq. km) and 81% (1157 sq. km) glacier area reduction by 2050 and 2090 respectively. However, this loss in the area is not uniform. According to GFDL-CM3 output, around 55% of the glaciers in Satluj basin are likely to disappear by 2050, and by 2090 only 3% of the total glaciers will remain (Figure 8). Also, the highest percentage of recession in area is projected for smaller glaciers (area <1 sq. km). This is because of the shorter response time of small glaciers, making them more vulnerable to climate change. Glaciers with area less than 1 sq. km will experience approximately 62% of area loss by 2050, while bigger glaciers (area >10 sq. km) show a slower response to climate change with only 1% loss in their area. An example of the spatial distribution of area loss for a large glacier in Spiti basin (sub-basin of Satluj) is shown in Figure 9. The present area of the glacier (13.80 sq. km) is projected to reduce by 0.62 sq. km by 2050 and 5 sq. km by 2090 under GFDL-CM3 model scenario.

**Estimation of glacier contribution to Bhakra reservoir**

Persistent mass and area loss throughout the 21st century will affect the downstream water availability. At present, the total runoff from Satluj basin to Bhakra dam is ~14 km$^3$ a$^{-1}$. According to our model results, in 2010, the Bhakra reservoir received 2 km$^3$ of water from the glaciated terrain which accounts for ~14% of the total runoff. The runoff will increase in future due to increased mass loss. Our results show that runoff will reach a maximum value (peak water) of 2.2 km$^3$ a$^{-1}$ by 2050, and then reduce to 1.49 km$^3$ a$^{-1}$ by the end of the century due to glacier retreat (Figure 10).

**Conclusions and discussion**

The present study estimates the influence of climate change on glaciers in Satluj basin for the 21st century using IAAR method, $V$–$A$ scaling method and projections from CNRM-CM5 and GFDL-CM3 models for RCP 8.5 scenario. Field meteorological data from 1984 to 2013 are used to estimate the past changes in glacier mass. Our model-derived mass balance estimates agree with those from other mass balance techniques at glacier/regional scale. IAAR and field mass balance estimates of Shaune Garang (31.287°N, 78.397°E) and Naradu (31.292°N, 78.339°E), the benchmark glaciers in Baspa basin, are comparable. The modelled and field mass balance for Shaune Garang for 1985–1991 is −0.59 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ and −0.44 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ respectively; and for Naradu glacier it is −0.40 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ for 2001–2003. The mass balance estimates for Baspa basin by geodetic method match well with the IAAR method. Our model-derived mass balance estimates are also in agreement with the mass balance of neighbouring region estimated by other studies. Future estimates of glacier area trends observed in retreat were compared with the published studies on Western Himalaya. Chaturvedi et al. projected an area loss of 17.9% and 54.8% for the Western Himalaya for 2050 and 2080 respectively, which is within the range of our estimates. Zhao et al. anticipated an area loss of 20–31% for the Western Himalaya based on A1B scenario (for a temperature rise of −3°C) in 2050. Our study estimates an area loss of 15–33% by 2050 in Satluj. Area loss projected in the present analysis is also in agreement with the estimates for the adjacent Upper Indus basin, i.e. 23–28% by 2050 (ref. 50). Our estimates for future glacier area have an uncertainty of 32%.

Our investigation shows that the mean glacier mass loss in Satluj basin is −0.40 ± 0.47 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ (or 0.57 ± 0.64 Gt/year) from 1984 to 2013. The current mass balance suggests that the loss rate has increased after 1990. In the coming decades, the basin will experience further increase in temperature and precipitation. However, the change in precipitation is not enough to offset the effect of increased melt due to warmer temperature, resulting in negative mass balance by the end of the century.

Mass loss will increase to −0.51 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ by 2050 and −0.42 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ by the end of the century as per CNRM-CM5 model projections. In case of GFDL-CM3 model projections, the loss will increase to −0.86 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ by 2050 and −1.1 m.w.e. a$^{-1}$ by the end of the century. This...
Projected changes in glaciers under RCP 8.5 scenario for (a) 2050 and (b) 2090, based on output from the GFDL-CM3 model. By the middle of the century, 55% of the glaciers will disappear resulting in an area loss of 475 sq. km. By the end of the century, 97% of the glaciers will retreat completely.

An example of area changes predicted under RCP 8.5 scenario from 2014 to 2090 for one of the glaciers in Spiti basin, based on GFDL-CM3 output. The glacier will lose 5 sq. km area and fragment into four parts by 2090.

Contribution of glacier melt into runoff in the Satluj basin as per the GFDL-CM3 model under RCP 8.5 scenario. The melt runoff reaches its peak value by 2050 and declines thereafter.

will have profound effect on the distribution of glacier extent and will result in the disappearance of 97% of the glaciers by 2090, if the region experiences extreme climate change scenario as projected by the GFDL-CM3 model.

The loss in glacier mass and area will affect the contribution of melt runoff to the Bhakra reservoir. The contribution from glacier melt will initially increase, peaking at around 2050, and will reduce thereafter. The amount of contribution will change marginally, as the glaciated area will continue to receive precipitation even under high emission scenario. However, the disappearance of smaller glaciers located at lower elevation will change the pattern...
and overall availability of water to the various hydropower projects located in the downstream areas of the basin, thereby posing new challenges for the smaller communities in the Himalayan region. Further, this will increase the occurrence of disaster events such as glacier lake outburst flood (GLOF). Thus this calls for extensive investigation and improvement in existing water management practices and new investments to improve resilience of mountain community to climate change.
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